Mirror Image: From the Edge of Raqqa, the
Evolution and Future of ISIS and their Wilayats

SAVE THE DATE
August 1-5, 2016 New Jersey
Restricted to Law Enforcement, Military & Intelligence personnel.
Reserve Your Seat for this unique Total immersion training
For more information contact us at trcmirrorimage@terrorism3.com

Mirror Image: From the Edge of Raqqa, the
Evolution and Future of ISIS and their Wilayats
Imagine what could be learned if you could place someone into a
ISIS safehouse on the outskirts of Raqqa. What could one learn
about the enemy?
Over 2500 years ago Sun Tzu wrote “know the enemy and know
yourself; in a hundred battles you will never know peril.” Mirror Image
training participants will be assigned to four simulated terrorist cells
being trained in a realistic terrorist training camp. The purpose of this
training is to educate the participants into the evolution and future of ISIS
and their Wilayats. One cell will replicate the networks of the Paris and
Brussels cells. Another will replicate an ISIS cell in Libya and the last
two cells will replicate those cells waging jihad on the outskirts of Raqqa.
Lectures, exercises and numerous guest speakers will give the
participants insight and a keen awareness of the operational methodology
of ISIS and the challenges posed by this terrorist group.

Comments From Mirror Image
“The concept of teaching the class from the perspective of the enemy was
fantastic.”

“I have taken a number of courses in relation to terrorism activities while in law
enforcement. This course is by far the best course I have attended. So much
information was put out and the instructors were excellent.”
“Great course will highly recommend!
“Instructors were knowledgeable in their field and presented information from
real-world experience.”
“Having Instructors who have literally “been there, done that” is invaluable.
Their ability to take their personal experiences and apply it to a terrorist based
scenario made for a very realistic learning environment”

Mirror Image: From the Edge of Raqqa, the
Evolution and Future of ISIS and their Wilayats
Having created the Terrorism Research Center’s Mirror Image training program
we are excited to bring this unique one-of- a-kind training program to New
Jersey. TRC has for years brought the best experts to teach in our Mirror Image
program training thousands of law enforcement, military, intelligence and
approved security professionals. We are pleased to partner with Condition Gray
to bring this course to New Jersey.
For course content and information or to reserve a seat for this unique Total
Immersion training Contact us at trcmirrorimage@terrorism3.com

A Limited number of seats are available.

